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.

Gamers, Smears, and 

Memes

Understanding Closed Networks and

Their Impact on the French Election



“We actually elected a meme as president”



Falling trust in traditional media

- International

- Across age groups

Siloed approach to news consumption

Opportunity for manipulation





Reporting the rumour itself, without investigating its 

provenance - incomplete and irresponsible

Try to analyse - and report:

• Origin

• Spread

• Agenda



French elections

‘Raids’, smears, and targeted campaigns across 

platforms
4chan /pol/

Discord 

gaming 

chat 

app. 

Closed 

servers 

used

JeuxVideo: French 

gaming chat app

Reddit

Instagram
Twitter

YouTube

Facebook



Discor

d and 

4chan

• Meme creation

• Highlighting content to share

• Twitter “raid” coordination

• Guides on setting up ghost Twitter accounts

• Provision of resources: meme banks, discussion of themes

• Discord servers: The Great Liberation of France and La Taverne des 

Patriotes



Anti-Macron Themes

• Vague policy platform

• Lack of engagement with working class

• Claim to be political outsider

• Inability to understand everyday concerns



Coordination/tactics

Familiarity with how such 

campaigns have been carried 

out in the past



Influencers



#MacronLeaks

More on #MacronLeaks: Libération, Le Monde, DFRLab, 

http://www.liberation.fr/elections-presidentielle-legislatives-2017/2017/05/08/le-premier-internaute-a-avoir-relaye-les-macronleaks-est-en-fait-william-craddick_1568096
http://www.lemonde.fr/pixels/article/2017/05/11/macronleaks-compte-offshore-d-emmanuel-macron-l-ombre-des-neonazis-americains_5126389_4408996.html
https://medium.com/dfrlab/macronleaks-campaign-hits-resistance-4fa490e4ae55


Use of bots

“Whenever people write that Marine 

le Pen has a huge Twitter army, I 

don’t think she does - I think she’s got 

a small but very skilled one”

- Ben Nimmo



• Can be fully or partially automated

• Used to amplify themes and memes

• Often timed for most effect

• One analysis - 40% of tweets relating to 

#MacronGate from 5% of accounts

• Most prolific - 1,668 in 24 hours 

Properties, use & effect



Identifying 

bots

• Automated (Botometer)

• Manual
- Profile info

- Content of tweets

- Frequency of tweets



‘Operation Baguette’

Crapulerie - DabraBéné





‘News’ sites ready to cover

There are plenty of sites willing to report misinformation, even if you’re 

not





Lessons 

learned

• Nature of campaign makes message discipline difficult

• International dimension creates cultural problems

• Result - often clumsy, sometimes counterproductive

• Relatively recent phenomenon, so likely to learn and refine

• Affects political and non-political stories



Question

s

• Why was the outcome different in France and the US?

- Sociological factors (culture, education)

- Media culture

- CrossCheck collaborative effort

- Information consumption habits

- Digital literacy

- Status of Trump vs Le Pen

• Is such a disinformation campaign likely to be influential elsewhere?

- Do prevailing media/cultural factors resemble France/US?

- Is there a sleeping online threat that has been overlooked?



Affects political and non-

political stories - eg 

ethereum



Implications

• Who is your newsroom’s “4chan correspondent”?

• How will you deal with closed networks?

• Is your reporting correct but incomplete?

• What are your guidelines for reporting on leaks?

• How are you measuring the impact of misinformation?

• Will platforms allow access to data? Can this be done 

responsibly, while being concerned about privacy?



When is the time to act?


